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2 3
a b s t r a c t

24Everyday communication takes place in the combined presence of reverberation and background noise,
25the latter having in some cases fluctuating characteristics and speech-like spectrum. To predict the
26speech intelligibility for fluctuating maskers, a time-frame implementation of the Speech Transmission
27Index (STI) in the indirect measurement scheme, named Extended STI (eSTI), has been recently proposed.
28Stationary speech spectrum noise is used as the probe signal and the a priori knowledge of the impulse
29response characterizing the transmission chain is required. A key issue of eSTI is the selection of the
30appropriate time frame for the calculations, whose duration is here assessed by a systematic experimen-
31tal approach. Listening tests are developed for the scope, using speech-like stationary and fluctuating
32noises as maskers and rendering sound fields with various reverberation times and over a wide range
33of signal-to-noise ratios. An interval of frame durations providing equivalent values of eSTI under the
34two noises is identified. Within the target interval, statistically coincident psychometric curves are
35obtained for the two noises, thus ensuring that the same eSTI corresponds to the same speech
36intelligibility.
37� 2019 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
38

39

40

41 1. Introduction

42 Everyday listening takes place inside rooms with a longer or
43 shorter reverberation, and often the noise background may have
44 a fluctuating character, as happens for instance inside a public
45 space with one or more unattended talkers. Evidence has shown
46 that acoustical conditions that include a fluctuating noise masker
47 yield improved speech intelligibility for normal hearing subjects
48 due to the so-called ‘‘fluctuating masker release”. Listeners are able
49 to glimpse part of the signal when the masker is low, so that their
50 performance improves compared to a stationary noise when both
51 interferers are played at the same long-term root mean square
52 (rms) level ([1–4]). In order to objectively qualify speech intelligi-
53 bility (SI) in the presence of a fluctuating masker, it is possible to
54 extend the metrics based on the rms analysis of signal and masker.
55 The basic idea is to follow the temporal fluctuations of both signal
56 and noise by calculating their levels in consecutive time frames.
57 Rheberghen and Versfeld [5] introduced this type of short-term
58 analysis of sound levels to adapt the Speech Intelligibility Index SII
59 [6] to modulated noises, and termed the resulting metric the
60 Extended Speech Intelligibility Index (ESII). The duration of the time

61frames ranged from 35 ms in the lowest critical band considered
62(150 Hz) to 9.4 ms in the highest (8 kHz); the values were derived
63by multiplying by a factor 2.5 the time intervals reported in studies
64on temporal gap detection [7]. The maskers used for the validation
65in [5] were anechoic and included speech-like fluctuating noise,
66sinusoidally intensity-modulated speech and multi-talker noise.
67Later on, in order to achieve a better compliance with the SII, Rhe-
68bergen et al. [8] used shorter frames and added a forward masking
69calculation scheme. Finally, a validation of the ESII was presented
70that employed anechoic target signals masked by several types of
71maskers including anechoic speech and speech-like fluctuating
72noise, as well as real-life background sounds having unspecified
73environmental reverberation [9].
74The effect of reverberation is neglected in the ESII/SII models
75and, to overcome this limitation, George et al. [4] complemented
76the ESII metric with the usage of the Speech Transmission Index
77STI [10]. The values of the latter indicator were derived for several
78reverberation times and signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) from a chart
79under the hypothesis of diffuse sound field [11]. This procedure
80gave an approximate evaluation of the effect of reverberation.
81The two effects (background noise and reverberation) were sepa-
82rated by means of the ‘‘STI at the 50% threshold” concept, meaning
83that a STI equal to 0.33 was matched with the measure of speech
84reception threshold (SRT the SNR granting 50% accuracy) for the
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85 specific test material. By doing so, for a given reverberation time, it
86 was possible to extract from the STI chart an equivalent SRTstat for
87 stationary noise which was then translated into an SRTfluc for fluc-
88 tuating noise by the usage of ESII charts for different types of mod-
89 ulated maskers. This twofold procedure proved sufficiently
90 accurate in many tested cases. However, this approach has limita-
91 tions. First, it is chart-based and thus off-line. Second, the position-
92 specific details of the impulse responses (i.e. timing and energy of
93 peculiar early reflections) are not considered in the estimate, since
94 a purely exponential decay is hypothesized by the underlying dif-
95 fuse field assumption. Third, the noise fluctuations, the SNR and
96 the reverberation are assumed to influence SI independently. This
97 is only an approximation since both signal and fluctuating noise
98 are reverberated in the same physical space, and it is known that
99 the combined effect of noise and reverberation on the speech

100 reception is greater than the sum of the individual effects [12].
101 Besides revising the SII concept, elaborations of the original STI
102 indicator have also been explored to cope with noise fluctuations.
103 A simple attempt in this direction was accomplished at first with-
104 out the effect of reverberation [13] and was developed using
105 speech-shaped stationary noise as the probe signal in compliance
106 with normative indications. Both signal and noise were cut into
107 time frames whose duration was frequency-dependent [7] and
108 hence the SNR was calculated for each frame. This short-term
109 ‘‘anechoic” STI returned results consistent with ESII under the
110 same fluctuating background noises, thus including fluctuating
111 speech-like noise maskers. A mandatory choice to employ the
112 short-term STI was to resort to the indirect calculation scheme
113 [10], where the estimate of the modulation losses due to reverber-
114 ation is achieved by the modulation transfer function (MTF) of the
115 impulse response, and the effect of SNR is added independently.
116 The main theoretical requirement to be fulfilled is the absence
117 of non-linear processing or other critical elaborations in the trans-
118 mission chain [14]. In this respect a linear system is expected most
119 often in room acoustics, when a natural (that is, un-aided by
120 electro-acoustics and/or by hearing aids) transmission between a
121 talker and a listener is considered. Within this framework, after
122 the impulse response is processed, the effect of the reverberated
123 fluctuating noise is accounted for through a short-term analysis,
124 which follows the course of reverberated signal and masker and
125 hence their running SNR. By doing so, for each frame a single STI
126 value is calculated and finally their average value describes the
127 whole ensemble. Payton and Shrestha [15] implemented this
128 frame application of the STI (called eSTI henceforth) as the theoret-
129 ical reference model to validate another variation of the STI called
130 sSTI; the latter quantity uses speech as a probe signal [16] and was
131 conceived for the run-time monitoring of SI. Despite its simplicity
132 and its straightforward derivation from the indirect STI method,
133 the eSTI has received little attention in the past and only recently
134 it has been further investigated by van Schoonhoven et al. [17].
135 The authors discussed the conditions under which an impulse
136 response measured in a noisy setting can still be suitable for the
137 eSTI approach.
138 Since it is derived from the well-established STI metric, the eSTI
139 is deemed a candidate for the analysis of both stationary and fluc-
140 tuating noise in the presence of reverberation and may have rele-
141 vant potential in applications where the original STI is unreliable
142 [10]. In particular, the most important characteristic required for
143 such a metric is that it should provide output values directly com-
144 parable with the long-term STI ones. The property maintains back-
145 wards compatibility.
146 The present work investigates experimentally the application of
147 eSTI to speech-spectrum maskers having both stationary and fluc-
148 tuating envelopes in the presence of reverberation. The task is not
149 that of developing a novel SI model but rather the work aims at a
150 systematic experimental validation of one of the most well-known

151and used models, the STI, for its usage in a short-term design. To
152implement eSTI, the signal and the noise levels are calculated sep-
153arately on a time-frame basis, while the effect of reverberation on
154the MTF is calculated from simulated noise-free impulse responses.
155As outlined in [15], a central issue to be clarified in the calculation
156scheme of eSTI is the appropriate duration of the time frame and its
157eventual dependence on frequency. Therefore, in the present study
158a preliminary step to the application of eSTI is to compare
159frequency-dependent and frequency-independent frames. Depen-
160dence of eSTI on frame duration is addressed and finally the exis-
161tence of a suitable range of frame values is investigated for a
162group of sound fields. The tested conditions include reverberation
163times and a large span of SNR values which are representative of
164common and more demanding listening situations. Room-
165acoustical simulations of a mid-sized room, renderings and
166speech-in-noise tests are used to provide a set of realistic sound
167fields. Two types of maskers are employed in separate acoustical
168conditions. Both noises are continuous and have speech-like spec-
169trum, but while the former is stationary the latter is fluctuating.
170Each sound field comprises a frontal speech signal and one of the
171two masking noises, which is output simultaneously from four
172omnidirectional loudspeakers located at the room corners. Since
173STI and eSTI use monaural information, they are not able to take
174into account specific directions of arrival of either noise or target
175signal. For this reason the sound fields to be used in the eSTI vali-
176dation are processed in order to remove the direction of arrival of
177the noise. By doing so a spatially diffuse interferer is provided. In
178particular this is obtained by the superposition of noise sources
179that result incoherent at the ears of the listener (interaural coher-
180ence), and under this circumstances it is expected that the binaural
181SI is minimized due to the least binaural unmasking [18]. The
182usage of a diffuse masker rather than one fixed in space or even
183co-located at the target source position can also better approxi-
184mate a spatially distributed disturbance which can be experienced
185for instance inside real-life public spaces, with spread and unat-
186tended speech sources. More specifically this study focused on
187three main research questions:

1881. What is the course of SI with respect to eSTI in the presence of
189reverberation for speech-like stationary or fluctuating maskers
190in an incoherent noise?
1912. Do the short-frame lengths of refs. [5] and [15] that validated
192ESII and STI for anechoic target and anechoic fluctuating and
193stationary speech-like noises also apply in the presence of
194reverberation with the same maskers?
1953. Alternatively, is it possible to find an interval of frame lengths
196other than those used previously that ensure the overlapping
197of the psychometric curves for both stationary and fluctuating
198speech-like maskers? If so, the output eSTI values would be
199directly comparable with the long-term STI.
200

2012. Materials and methods

2022.1. Acoustical conditions

203A rectangular roomwith dimensions (length: 12 m; width: 8 m;
204height: 4 m) was simulated within the CAD acoustic software
205Odeon (Version 14.0, 2017). The modelled room boundaries were
206flat and the sound absorption coefficient was changed uniformly
207at all frequency bands in order to achieve four reverberant condi-
208tions. The reverberation time (T30) values, averaged across the
209500–2000 Hz octave bands (called Tmid henceforth), were respec-
210tively equal to 0.30 s, 0.65 s, 1.00 s and 1.54 s. The simulated T30
211octave band values are reported in Fig. 1. The scattering coefficient
212(d) of all surfaces was set to the value of d = 0.1 to ensure a suffi-
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213 ciently even distribution of reflections thus avoiding spurious
214 acoustics effects from repeated lateral reflections (flutter echoes).
215 A frontal speaker with the directivity of a female human talker
216 was placed slightly off the symmetry axis, at 2.5 m from the lis-
217 tener; both speaker and receiver were placed at 1.5 m height from
218 the floor. A set of Head Related Transfer Functions (HRTFs) of a B&K
219 4100 head and torso simulator, which had been measured previ-
220 ously by the authors, were inserted in the simulation software to
221 obtain spatialized renderings. Four omnidirectional sound sources
222 were located at the four lower corners of the room in order to sim-
223 ulate a spatially distributed noise background. A view of the room
224 model with the sources and the receiver is shown in Fig. 2.
225 Binaural room impulse responses (BRIRs) were calculated sepa-
226 rately for the speech signal source and for the four noise sources.
227 Two continuous (no silent gaps) noise signals were used as
228 maskers and they both had the octave-band spectral characteris-
229 tics of female speech [10]. The first background noise was station-
230 ary, and was derived from a steady-state pink noise signal which
231 was spectrally shaped in octave bands to meet the required spec-
232 trum, and will be referred to as SSN. The second noise had
233 speech-like fluctuations; it was obtained by processing Italian
234 phrases spoken by a native female speaker, according to the estab-
235 lished ICRA procedure [19]. The resulting ICRA signal is character-
236 ized by the same amplitude modulations at all frequency bands
237 (co-modulation) that follow the envelope of the Italian speech.
238 The obtained Italian ICRA noise signal is completely unintelligible.
239 Moreover, in order to reduce the possibility of associating a direc-

240tion of arrival to the noise the coherence of the masker at the ears
241of the listener in each sound field was minimized. In particular the
242BRIRs of the four noise sources were convolved with four different
243short samples (5 ms) of white noise prior to mixing, thus ensuring
244a broadband randomization of the phases. By doing so, the noise
245shared the same room reverberation as the target signal and the
246fluctuations were kept too; however, the masker sounded entirely
247diffuse and the locations of the noise sources could not be
248identified.
249As regards the target signal, two versions of the speaker’s spec-
250trum were developed, one for the shorter reverberations
251(Tmid = 0.30; 0.65 s) and one for the longer ones (Tmid = 1.00;
2521.54 s). In particular the target signal kept the natural spectral
253character of the speaker in shorter reverberations whereas for
254the latter group the spectrum of the target signal was altered. This
255was done to account in a simple manner for the changes that a
256longer reverberation and hence an higher background noise has
257on speech production. The phenomenon is known as the Lombard
258reflex [20] and the so-called ‘‘Lombard speech” is characterized by
259several spectro-temporal alterations compared to the speech pro-
260duced in quiet and anechoic conditions. In fact ‘‘Lombard speech”
261is more intelligible than speech in quiet when both are mixed with
262stationary noise at the same SNR, and the more the energetic
263masking, the more the speech production is altered to compensate
264for it [21]. Furthermore, the same authors [22] indicated that the
265most effective change in ‘‘Lombard speech” to improve intelligibil-
266ity was the spectral tilt, that is a shift of the speech energy towards
267higher frequency bands (>1kHz). This known adaptation of speech
268was implemented in the present work for the target signal in the
269most reverberant conditions (Tmid = 1.00 s and 1.54 s), which were
270considered more prone to Lombard effects in practical applications.
271Data from [23] were taken a model in developing the tilted version
272of the speaker’s spectrum. This alteration of the speaker’s spectrum
273for the higher reverberations added generality and realism to the
274experimental conditions. The octave-band spectra of target signals
275and of noises are showed in Fig. 3. The level of the target speech
276was fixed at a long term rms value of 63 dB(A). The noise level
277was varied to achieve long-term rms SNRs spanning from +4.0 dB
278to �13.4 dB. In both cases, the level was measured as the energetic
279average of the signal at the two ears by means of a B&K 4100 head
280and torso simulator placed at the listener position in the sound
281treated room where the listening tests took place. In total, 26
282sound fields were created. A group of 24 conditions were obtained
283by combining two types of noise (stationary and fluctuating) at

Fig. 1. Four simulated reverberation times T30, in the octave bands from 125 Hz to
8 kHz. The single numbers in the legend are the Tmid, which is the average T30 of the
0.5–2 kHz octave bands.

Fig. 2. A view of the room model with the target directional source (S) and the
receiver in front of it (R). The four omnidirectional noise sources at the room lower
corners are indicated as N1..N4.

Fig. 3. Spectral content of the reverberated target signals: recorded signal, used in
the conditions with Tmid = 0.30; 0.65 s (filled squares and long-dashed line), and
signal manipulated, to mimic Lombard speech, used in the conditions with
Tmid = 1.00; 1.54 s (white squares and short-dashed line). The spectral content of
the reverberated background noises is also depicted (crosses and solid line).
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284 three reverberation conditions (0.30, 0.65 and 1.00 s) each played
285 back at four long-term SNRs (3 reverbs � 4 SNRs � 2 noises). Two
286 further conditions were added, having reverberation time
287 Tmid = 1.54 s and one SNR only (1 reverb � 1 SNR � 2 noises). With
288 longer reverberation stationary and fluctuating noises tend to
289 behave similarly due to the smearing of the dips in the fluctuating
290 noise. For this reason one SNR at Tmid = 1.54 s was deemed suffi-
291 cient to extend the range of listening conditions without increasing
292 the number of sound fields too much.
293 The complete set of the SNRs values, together with the STI val-
294 ues calculated for the stationary noise are reported in Table 1. STI
295 values range between 0.10 and 0.47 and correspond to ratings of
296 the SI either ‘‘poor” or ‘‘fair”, consistently with a challenging com-
297 munication [24]. In Table 1 one can evaluate the effect of the Lom-
298 bard speech on the STI. For instance this is evident when
299 comparing the conditions D and N. In fact they share almost the
300 same SNR but, the latter being much more reverberant, one would
301 expect a STI lower than in D. On the contrary, in N the spectral tilt
302 of the higher octave bands which was implemented to account for
303 the ‘‘Lombard speech” affects the STI calculation and causes a sub-
304 stantial increase of the parameter compared to condition D.

305 2.2. Implementation of the short-term analysis and of eSTI

306 The values of eSTI were calculated by using a speech-shaped
307 stationary noise as a probe signal and thus fluctuations were left
308 only to the fluctuating masker, not to the target signal. In the first
309 place, the anechoic probe signal and the noise files (length 40 s)
310 were convolved with the simulated BRIRs. Afterwards, the con-
311 volved files were played back through the audio rendering system
312 in the sound treated room used for the experiments (see Section 2.3
313 for a description) and recordings were made with a B&K 4100 head
314 and torso simulator placed at the listening position. The long-term
315 levels of the probe signal were adjusted to coincide with the levels
316 of the target signal which were also measured by the same means.
317 Then, after level adjustment, the recorded probe and noise signals
318 and the target impulse responses were input in a Matlab (Math-
319 Works, 2015) script. The script implemented the frame subdivision
320 and calculated the SNR, the MTF from the impulse responses, the
321 STI in each time frame according to the [10] indirect method and
322 finally output the eSTI values as averages of the frame ensemble
323 values. The only improvement with respect to the normative algo-
324 rithm for the MTF calculation consisted in extending the set of 14
325 modulation frequencies to 18, in order to improve effectiveness

326with respect to the evaluation of reverberation [25]. The resulting
327modulation frequencies span from 0.63 Hz to 31.5 Hz and are
328spaced 1/3 octave apart. The differences between the measured
329eSTI data at the two ears of the listener were always smaller than
330the just noticeable difference (JND) of the quantity which can be
331set equal to 0.03 in congruence with that of the STI [26]. Instead
332of averaging the two slightly different left and right eSTI values it
333was decided to choose the highest in analogy with the better-ear
334approach described in [27].
335To start with, the calculation of the eSTI for the whole set of
336sound fields was accomplished with the frequency-dependent
337time frames reported in Table 2, which stem from the studies of
338[13] and [7]. Later on, the eSTI values were calculated according
339to the suggestion provided by [5], indicating a likely frequency-
340independent time frame 12 ms long. Fig. 4 reports the correlation
341between the two obtained eSTI data sets respectively with
342frequency-dependent and independent (12 ms) values. The two
343choices are equivalent given the strong positive linear correlation
344(R2 = 0.99, p < 0.001) found for both noises and for the whole set
345of sound fields. Thus, the 12 ms frame replaced the frequency-
346dependent group of values in the subsequent elaborations. It has
347to be remarked that the MTF function is not touched by the choice
348of the frame duration because the octave band MTF values enter
349the eSTI calculation scheme as multiplicative factors independent
350of the frame.
351By construction, if eSTI is evaluated over a sufficiently long time
352frame the values obtained for the stationary and the fluctuating
353noises coincide when the two noises share the same long-term
354rms spectrum. This communal eSTI for long frames corresponds
355numerically to the STI value for the stationary masker. When the
356same signals are processed with increasingly shorter frames the
357stationary noise shows negligible eSTI changes because its SNR
358does not change. On the contrary the eSTI values for the fluctuating
359noise undergo a remarkable increase because the SNRs increase
360with the shortening of the frames. This was already pointed out
361in [13] and the finding was motivated by the occurrence of larger
362eSTI values at the instants when the noise amplitude modulation
363is low and hence the SNR increases. Thus the resulting average eSTI
364value is bigger for the fluctuating noise than for the stationary
365noise. The behavior is exemplified in Fig. 5 where the trends of eSTI
366difference between fluctuating and stationary noise values (indi-
367cated as eSTIICRA – eSTISSN) are reported across the set of thirteen
368conditions. The plots are grouped from the top to the bottom panel
369according to reverberation time. In Fig. 4 for ease of reading the
370longest frame is set to 12288 ms (12*210 ms). The difference
371between the eSTI values of the two noises has always a decreasing
372trend with the lengthening of the time frame, and as expected it
373tends to vanish when the duration approaches the long term rms
374average. For most frames across the different reverberation times
375the values are larger than the expected JND which was set at
3760.03. Also in the Figures one can observe a tendency to have a
377smaller dependence of eSTIICRA – eSTISSN from SNR for lower rever-
378beration times as well a slight trend of increase of the gap with SNR
379at fixed reverberation times. Consistent with this finding, the eSTI
380metric can be employed to quantify the increase in SI which is
381expected due to the fluctuating masker release [4]. Although this
382qualitative analysis confirmed the potentials of the indicator, it
383did not specify which frame or frame interval could be appropriate
384for the scope. This latter task was accomplished experimentally in
385the next part of the work with the help of listening tests.

3862.3. Listening tests

3872.3.1. Participants
388There were 79 participants, all of them native Italian speakers.
389They were recruited among the students and the academic staff

Table 1
Outline of the thirteen acoustical conditions listed from A to O. Each condition was
used for both background noises giving raise to twenty-six sound fields. Reverber-
ation times (Tmid), signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) and Speech Transmission Index (STI)
values are reported. The Tmid values refer to the arithmetical average of the
reverberation times in the octave bands centered at 500 Hz, 1 kHz and 2 kHz. The
speech and noise levels were measured at the listener’s positions with a B&K 4100
head and torso simulator during the playback. The STI values were calculated only for
the listening conditions with the stationary noise as a masker.

Acoustical condition Tmid [s] SNR [dB] STI

A 0.30 �9.6 0.12
B �6.6 0.20
C �5.6 0.23
D �2.6 0.32
E 0.65 �9.0 0.10
F �5.8 0.18
G �2.3 0.26
H +4.0 0.46
I 1.00 �13.4 0.17
L �7.1 0.36
M �5.9 0.38
N �2.5 0.47
O 1.54 �4.8 0.28
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390 of the local University, and paid a small allowance for their partic-
391 ipation. Prior to the experiment, all listeners performed a self-
392 administered hearing screening using the IOS-device based uHear
393 application [28], to rule out the presence of impairments
394 ([29,30]). All listeners obtained test results in the category of ‘‘nor-
395 mal hearing” (up to 25 dB HL) for the frequencies under testing
396 (500–8000 Hz). All the listeners provided verbal consent prior to
397 the experiment. Due to the extended design of the experiment
398 and the large number of listening conditions investigated, the par-
399 ticipants were randomly assigned to three groups, which had only
400 a slight discrepancy in the gender distribution. No significant dif-
401 ference was found between the age distributions of the three
402 groups when a Kruskal–Wallis test was performed (H = 0.65,
403 p = 0.72). The main task of the experiment was testing the effect
404 of noise type, which was designed as a ‘‘within” participants vari-
405 able. Indeed, each group was presented with a different subset of
406 the 13 acoustic conditions but, in each group, the participants were
407 presented with both noise types for a given condition. The assess-
408 ment of the groups was deemed appropriate for the experimental
409 design and for the later usage of the statistical model (see below
410 par. ‘‘Statistical analysis”).

411 2.3.2. Speech material
412 The speech material used for the experiment was the recently
413 developed Word Sequence Test (WST) in the Italian language,
414 whose details are described in [31]. In brief, the test is based on
415 sequences of four disyllabic meaningful words (CVCV structure),
416 that were selected among the corpus of the already available Diag-
417 nostic Rhyme Test in the Italian language [32], thus respecting the
418 language-specific consonant phoneme distribution. Twenty-eight
419 words were organized in a (7 � 4) base word matrix and the test
420 sequences were created by sequentially selecting the words from
421 the base matrix. Each sequence includes a carrier phrase (‘‘Ora dir-
422 emo le parole. . .” which means: ‘‘Now we will say the words. . .”)
423 and four target words. By construction, the WST is low-context
424 [33] and, unlike the matrix sentence test in the Italian language
425 [34], the WST lacks a syntactic structure linking the target words.
426 The WST was devised to be presented in a closed-set format.

427For the experiment, the test sequences were recorded in a
428sound-attenuated booth by an adult, native Italian female speaker,
429with a trained voice and expertise in stage reading. She was
430instructed to pronounce the test sequences at a conversational rate
431and maintaining a constant vocal effort.

Table 2
Time frames as a function of the octave bands used for the calculation of the eSTI values (Ferreira and Payton, 2014; Moore, 1997).

Octave band [Hz] 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

Duration [ms] 19.7 14.0 1.0 7 5 4

Fig. 4. Relationship between the eSTI calculated with a frame duration variable
with frequency (Ferreira and Payton, 2014; Rhebergen and Versfeld, 2005) and with
the fixed time-frame of 12 ms suggested in (Rhebergen and Versfeld, 2005).

Fig. 5. Plots of the differences eSTIICRA – eSTISSN calculated employing increasingly
longer time frames ranging from 12 ms to an upper limit of 12288 ms (12*210 ms).
The panels show data for the thirteen conditions used in the experiments (marked A
to O as in Tab. 1). Data are grouped from top to bottom according to the different
reverberation times. Upper panel a) Tmid = 0.30 s; mid panel b) Tmid = 0.65 s; lower
panel c) Tmid = 1.00 s and Tmid = 1.54 s.
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432 2.3.3. Procedures
433 The experiment took place in a sound treated room. As in pre-
434 vious studies [35], a three-dimensional audio rendering system
435 based on seven pairs of loudspeakers surrounding a single listener
436 seated in the center of the room was employed in the playback. In
437 the system each pair of loudspeakers is processed independently
438 from the others with cross-talk filters for trans-aural rendering.
439 During the listening tests, the listener input the selected words
440 via a touch-screen located close in front of her/him. The alteration
441 to the sound propagation due to the touchscreen was negligible.
442 The test presentation and the data collection were managed by
443 means of an in-house LabVIEW� (Version 13.0; National Instru-
444 ments) script. The application controlled through MIDI commands
445 an audio rendering engine consisting of an AudioMulch� software
446 [36] with the X–Volver VST plug-in [37] for real-time auralization
447 hosted on a control PC placed outside the sound-attenuated room.
448 The 14 signals were delivered through a Solid State Logic� Alpha-
449 Link MX sound card to a set of Tannoy� Precision 8D loudspeakers.
450 Prior to the experiment, one test list composed of 12 sequences
451 was presented to the listeners, at a fixed SNR of +10 dB, in station-
452 ary noise and anechoic conditions. The aim was to get the listeners
453 familiarized with the test procedure and the stimulus material.
454 After this phase the experiment started, and a test list of 12 trials
455 was presented for each listening condition and background noise
456 to be evaluated. The participants listened to a sequence at a time;
457 the background noise started almost one second before the carrier
458 phrase and ended simultaneously with the final item of the
459 sequence. Immediately at the end of the audio playback, the word
460 matrix was displayed on the touchscreen. The participants had to
461 mark the words they identified in serial order from the leftmost
462 to the rightmost column; it was not possible to change a response
463 once it had been selected. As the last word was selected, the next
464 sequence was automatically played back. In order to minimize
465 the influence of sequential and learning effects, acoustic condi-
466 tions, background noises and test lists were randomized among
467 each group of participants. Furthermore, to avoid listeners’ fatigue,
468 a small break was proposed after the conclusion of the first half of
469 the experiment.
470 For each participant, the score (correct/incorrect) for each word
471 composing a sequence was acquired and used to evaluate the SI,
472 defined as the percentage of words correctly recognized within a
473 sequence.

474 2.3.4. Statistical analysis
475 The dependent variable of interest in the study was SI; the inde-
476 pendent variables were noise type (two levels: stationary and fluc-
477 tuating) and acoustic condition, varying at 13 different levels for
478 each noise type. A Generalized Linear Mixed Model (GLMM) was
479 used to analyze the data, on account of two main issues. First,
480 the repeated-measures experimental design, in which multiple
481 measures were collected for each participant. The model accounted
482 for the random effects introduced by individual variability. Second,
483 the non-normal distribution of the data. Indeed, the normal distri-
484 bution of SI data cannot be granted for all acoustic conditions, and
485 especially so for the most favorable ones where the metric under-
486 goes a ceiling effect. In the statistical model, noise type, acoustic
487 condition (tracked by the eSTI, considered as a continuous vari-
488 able) and their interaction were included as fixed factors. As
489 explained, the model also included random effects, modeling the
490 participant as a random factor nested within the acoustic condi-
491 tion. A binomial distribution was used in the GLMM. The selection
492 of the most effective model was based on a forward procedure
493 using a likelihood ratio test. The consistency of the finally selected
494 GLMM model was investigated by checking its assumptions; in
495 particular, this implied a control of the normality of the random
496 effect terms and the residuals, as suggested by [38]. Post hoc

497analyses were based on pairwise comparisons of the means pre-
498dicted by the GLMM model above; in order to account for planned
499multiple comparison, a Bonferroni correction was applied. All sta-
500tistical analyses were conducted using the software R [39], and the
501lme4 [40] and the lsmeans [41] packages. The statistical significance
502threshold was set at 0.05.

5033. Results

504In Section 3.1., the SI results are presented as a function of the
505eSTI in the form of suitable psychometric curves, calculated using
506a time frame of 12 ms in order to check if this duration fits condi-
507tions including reverberation over the fluctuating speech-like noise
508too. It is demonstrated that for this window duration the psycho-
509metric curves obtained for the stationary and the fluctuating noise
510are not coincident. Then, in Section 3.2, an appropriate interval of
511time windows for the eSTI metric is identified which yields coinci-
512dent psychometric curves for the two maskers.

5133.1. SI data as a function of eSTI (time window: 12 ms)

514Fig. 6 shows the SI results averaged across the participants for
515each listening condition as a function of eSTI, which was calculated
516here using a time frame of 12 ms. Since reverberation is accounted
517for by the objective metric, all sound fields are grouped into one
518plot, and only one regression curve for each background noise
519was fitted to the data. A psychometric function was employed for
520describing the listener performance in the speech reception task
521as a function of the objective metric eSTI and the following logistic
522function was fitted to the data points:
523

SI eSTIð Þ ¼ 100
1þ exp 4s50 eSTI50 � eSTIð Þð Þ ; ð1Þ

525525

526where eSTI50 and s50 are the constants fully defining the logistic
527function. Specifically, the eSTI50 is defined as the eSTI required for
528a 50% intelligibility score, whereas s50 describes the slope of the
529function at its midpoint expressed in %/JND. In this definition it is
530assumed for the eSTI the same JND value as for the STI. The logistic
531curves in Fig. 6 are the best-fitting regressions, found using a non-

Fig. 6. Speech intelligibility (SI) results averaged across the listeners, with 95%
confidence intervals, as a function of the eSTI, calculated using a time window of
12 ms. Results are divided according to the background noise type, and the best-
fitting regression curves with a logistic shape are also included: stationary noise
(black circles, solid line), fluctuating noise (white squares, dashed line).
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532 linear least squares method in Matlab (MathWorks, 2015). The root
533 mean squared error (RMSE) value of the curve from the data points
534 was calculated and taken as an indicator of how well the logistic
535 function fitted the points; the fits were regarded as good because
536 the RMSEs were small. In particular, the RMSE values of the psycho-
537 metric curves reported in Fig. 6 were 4.7 and 3.5% for the stationary
538 and the fluctuating noise respectively. Despite the fact that the data
539 points were derived from listening conditions with different SNRs
540 and reverberation times, and there was also a mismatch between
541 the speakers’ and maskers’ spectra, the overall fits could still be con-
542 sidered as ‘‘average” according to the rating of psychometric curves
543 from audiological testing developed in [42].
544 The thresholds eSTI50 were equal to 0.18 and 0.23 for the sta-
545 tionary and the fluctuating background noise respectively. In con-
546 trast very similar slopes were found for the two noises, equal to
547 7.0%/JND for the stationary noise and 6.9%/JND for the fluctuating
548 one. As it can be seen in Fig. 6, using eSTI with a 12 ms frame win-
549 dow for mapping SI, two almost parallel psychometric curves were
550 obtained, whose distance can be approximated by the difference of
551 the eSTI50 values. This difference is equal to 0.05, and is thus larger
552 than the reference JND. This indicates that in order to obtain a 50%
553 SI score, a greater eSTI is needed for the fluctuating masker. Alter-
554 natively, if the same eSTI is taken for the two noises in the region of
555 50% accuracy, a gap in the predicted scores close to 12% would be
556 obtained for a wide range of eSTI values.
557 To determine if the observed difference between the regression
558 curves was statistically significant, a GLMM analysis was per-
559 formed as described in Section 2.3. The statistical model indicated
560 that the main effects of eSTI (v2(1) = 2149.5, p < 0.001) and noise
561 (v2(1) = 134.4, p < 0.001) were significant, as well as their interac-
562 tion (v2(1) = 5.2, p = 0.022). In order to investigate the effect of the
563 noise type on SI at different eSTI values, the continuous variable
564 was fixed at the values of 0.10, 0.25 and 0.50 where the post hoc
565 analyses were performed. The values were chosen as the mini-
566 mum, the mean and the maximum of the eSTI used for the listen-
567 ing tests. The effect of noise type was found to be significant in all
568 cases (p < 0.001 for the three comparisons); the estimated differ-
569 ence between the SI means was 10.7, 10.3 and 2.6% for eSTI values
570 respectively equal to 0.10, 0.25 and 0.50.

571 3.2. SI data: Identification of an appropriate interval of time frames for
572 the eSTI metric

573 One of the goals of the study was to explore the time windows
574 for eSTI calculation and possibly determine the length or range of
575 lengths providing coincident psychometric curves for the two mas-
576 kers. This goal was pursued by calculating eSTI values for different
577 time windows with a 5 ms step and by checking step by step the
578 statistical significance of the effect of noise type on the SI results.
579 This systematic statistical analysis showed that it was possible to
580 identify a range of time frames for which the two psychometric
581 curves cannot be statistically discriminated since the effect of noise
582 on SI becomes statistically not significant. In particular, this behav-
583 ior was verified within the interval [200,345] ms. Further increas-
584 ing (or decreasing) the time window beyond these limits yielded a
585 significant main effect of noise type (time window of 350 ms:
586 p = 0.040; time window of 195 ms: p = 0.038) but no significant
587 interaction between noise and eSTI. For both borderline time win-
588 dows, the post hoc analyses indicated that the difference between
589 the estimated SI values in the two maskers (averaged over the eSTI
590 interval) was equal to 1.3%.
591 Unfortunately, the procedure did not output an unambiguous
592 single time frame but, for practical purposes, the time window
593 having the mid interval duration, that is 272 ms, was deemed
594 appropriate and was taken as a reference for later elaborations.
595 Specifically, the statistical analysis indicated that, when this

596reference time window was used, the main effect of eSTI was still
597significant (v2(1) = 2122.1, p < 0.001) but neither the noise type
598nor the interaction of the two factors had significant influence on
599the SI results (main effect: p = 0.52; interaction: p = 0.69). Fig. 7
600shows the SI results as a function of eSTI with the reference time
601frame. The RMSE values of the regression curves from the data
602points were 4.0% (stationary noise) and 4.2% (fluctuating noise).
603The thresholds and the slopes coincided, being eSTI50 = 0.17 and
604s50 = 6.3%/JND.

6054. Discussion

6064.1. Including room acoustics in the short-term framework through
607eSTI and applications

608The present results show that eSTI is a suitable metric to build
609psychometric curves describing the behavior of SI for room-
610acoustical conditions with added stationary or fluctuating
611speech-like noise. This is proved by the goodness-of-fit of the
612obtained regression curves in terms of RMSE. The values of RMSE
613are in fact in line with literature studies despite the fact that pre-
614sent data spring from an unusually large range of experimental
615conditions, including source/noise spectral mismatch, variable
616reverberation and a wide range of SNRs. Limiting such variation
617would probably have further improved the RMSE.
618The present range of reverberation times was selected to inves-
619tigate the impact of noise fluctuations in practical room-acoustics
620applications. In particular, higher reverberation values will most
621probably smear out the masker fluctuations, thus entirely can-
622celling the fluctuating masker release and making eSTI unneces-
623sary. On the other hand, as regards short reverberations, values
624such as Tmid < 0.3 s are of limited practical importance being the
625least recommended in technical norms of room acoustics design,
626for instance in [43].
627It is to be remarked that eSTI does not simply integrate the
628effect of SNR and reverberation but, as for STI, it includes also
629the position-specific modifications coded in the impulse response.
630It is known that the pattern of early reflections is crucial in the
631transmission of speech, and its effect is considered in the MTF by

Fig. 7. Speech intelligibility (SI) results averaged across the listeners, with 95%
confidence intervals, as a function of the eSTI, calculated using a reference time
window of 272 ms. Results are divided according to the background noise type, and
the best-fitting regression curves with a logistic shape are also included: stationary
noise (black circles, solid line), fluctuating noise (white squares, dashed line).
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632 the Schroeder integral [26]. The ability of eSTI to follow the
633 position-specific characteristics was not entirely exploited in the
634 present study, which employed a single position inside a room.
635 This capacity will be verified in future studies, for instance adding
636 the listening distance in the experiments and considering it as a
637 dependent variable in the statistical models.
638 As expected, it was found that eSTI at threshold depended on
639 the test material. An eSTI50 equal to 0.17 was found in the present
640 study, which employs the WST speech material; the value has the
641 same meaning of the ‘‘STI at the SRT” equal to 0.33 found in [44]
642 and [4]. It is to be noted that, since for a stationary noise the eSTI
643 coincides with the STI, the values from the two studies can be
644 directly compared. The difference stems from the different speech
645 corpus employed, and in particular on the diverse predictability
646 and on the scoring method (in the studies of George et al. a rating
647 based in sentence scoring was used). As all these factors affect the
648 shape and the slope of the psychometric curve [42] and different
649 eSTI/STI at threshold are to be expected. Here, it is to be remarked
650 that the psychometric curve obtained for the WST material is com-
651 patible with literature data since it is intermediate between the
652 curves for the phonetically balanced (PB) words and the modified
653 rhyme test (MRT) reported in [45].
654 The potential fields of usage of eSTI in practical applications are
655 multiple. First, in room acoustics, a description of the speech recep-
656 tion in more realistic noise backgrounds would help in tailoring the
657 design, according to the expected impact of fluctuating noise on
658 reception accuracy. So, one natural application would be testing
659 several types of speech-related noises in the process of design for
660 speech transmission, and the evaluation of how the room acoustics
661 can be shaped to optimize their control by taking both reverbera-
662 tion time and early reflections into consideration. Second, the STI
663 approach was tested in the past with listeners having hearing
664 impairment ([46,44]) and its potentials in investigating the role
665 of reverberation on this group of listeners was highlighted. The sin-
666 gle number STI showed some advantage over SRT, and also an
667 equivalent SRT for reverberant conditions was proposed, named
668 SRRT [44]. In this perspective, the present work may provide a fur-
669 ther key to achieve information on listeners’ performance, adding
670 fluctuating noise over reverberation. It is believed that such
671 enhanced picture could help in better setting the performance of
672 people with hearing impairment under reverberation and fluctuat-
673 ing noise with respect to listeners with normal hearing. Anyway,
674 much work needs to be done to confirm the present findings for
675 hearing-impaired clinical population. In particular, to start with,
676 investigations on a suitable time frame interval to equate station-
677 ary and fluctuating noise should be carried out, to check if it differs
678 from the present findings for normal-hearing population.

679 4.2. Study limitations

680 The single parameter which was optimized in the study was the
681 frame duration, whereas the rest of the STI model was kept
682 unchanged and directly refers to the indirect method for the MTF
683 evaluation [17] with only slight modifications [25]. So, as for the
684 STI, one of the limitations of the present approach is that it is con-
685 fined to a linear system whose impulse response is analyzed [10].
686 Moreover, due to its construction, this eSTI approach is configured
687 as an off-line evaluation method which is not suitable for run-time
688 monitoring since noise-free impulse responses will not be easily
689 available [17].
690 Moreover, the process of selection of the time frame was not
691 driven by any specific hypothesis on the mechanism of speech
692 reception, but solely by the property of mismatch of the SNRs
693 between the noises when one passes from the long- to the short-
694 term analysis. With the shortening of the frame duration, the
695 SNR of fluctuating noise increased, whilst the SNR of stationary

696noise was constant, and this process directly affected the eSTI val-
697ues. By this procedure the findings show that the 12 ms frame is
698not appropriate to achieve a unified description of both noises
699under reverberant room acoustics conditions. The short time
700frames typical of the ESII (12 ms) was validated for anechoic target
701and with speech-like fluctuating noise too ([5,9]). In addition, Fer-
702reira and Payton [13] elaborated an anechoic version of STI sub-
703stantially equivalent to it. Since the type of noise employed in
704the present study is quite comparable with the speech-like fluctu-
705ating noises of previous studies one can argue that the stretching of
706time frames found here is primarily due to reverberation and not
707the specific type of noise. However, the present [200; 350] ms
708interval might not be appropriate for other types of fluctuating
709noises. For instance, different ranges might be output by this
710matching procedure in case of other types of fluctuating noises
711and they could be either overlapping or not overlapping with the
712present interval. It has to be recalled that the present noise was
713selected because it represents a common type of disturbance in
714public spaces, and has a very high practical relevance in many
715room acoustics applications involving speech in rooms. Nonethe-
716less further work is needed to extend and integrate the present
717findings to a larger set of fluctuating interferers, for instance using
718reverberated sound fields with multiple talkers or intermittent
719noise. In general, for a given interferer, its inherent masking poten-
720tial and its resilience in the presence of reverberation is highly
721dependent on its spectro-temporal characteristics [47]. For
722instance, high frequency noise bursts with a fast duty-cycle are
723more harmful to SI, but they are very sensitive to reverberation
724since rapid fluctuations are easily smeared [8]. The present eSTI
725approach allowed the combination in a viable manner of the
726increased masking due to the smearing effect of reverberation on
727noise with to the self-masking of the signal also caused by
728reverberation.
729In addition, when the time frame interval is translated into a
730frequency scale, it covers the range 2.89–5 Hz. This fact points to
731a match of the identified interval with the expected syllables fre-
732quency of the present speech corpus, which is composed of four
733disyllabic words pronounced in approximately two seconds [31]
734thus covering a prominent frequency modulation of the speech
735(4–5 Hz) [48]. This indication from the experiments highlights that,
736in view of qualification, the SNR at the syllable level might be
737important to provide a good description of the energetic masking
738of both fluctuating and stationary speech-like noise, and could
739properly complement the modulation loss of the target signal
740due to room acoustics. This aspect was not fully clarified within
741this work and should be further investigated for other masker
742types as well.
743Finally, it is to be noted that one of the reverberation times
744investigated here (Tmid = 0.3 s) falls in the interval of suitable frame
745durations. Concerns have been raised upon this specific point in
746[15] since the MTF correction due to the impulse response is by
747construction independent of the time-frame, while the SNR is

Table 3
Sample size of the listening tests. The listeners were divided in three groups (A–C)
and each group was presented with a different subset of the overall 13 listening
conditions. The mean and the standard deviation of the participants’ ages are also
indicated.

Group # of conditions
presented

Sample size
(female)

Age [years]

A 4 21 (9) M = 27.3
(SD = 6.1)

B 4 29 (10) M = 26.7
(SD = 7.3)

C 5 29 (10) M = 26.7
(SD = 5.8)
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748 not. The present experimental data indicate that the method is
749 robust with respect to this limit, since for both short (12 ms) and
750 longer frames the effect of room acoustics is correctly accounted
751 for. The evidence presented here is that reliable logistic curves
752 have been obtained by listening tests in all cases and thus the indi-
753 cator is consistent in tracing the performance irrespective of the
754 frame duration.

755 5. Conclusions

756 The present work investigated an adaptation of the STI indirect
757 method to deal with a speech-like fluctuating masker. The previous
758 literature indications that employed a frequency-dependent set of
759 frame values in anechoic speech-like fluctuating masker were
760 revised, and an equivalent frequency-independent frame duration
761 was employed. While keeping speech-like stationary and fluctuat-
762 ing maskers this work introduced reverberation on both signal and
763 interferers. This addition stretched the time frame duration that is
764 appropriate to equate the values of the objective indicator eSTI
765 under stationary and fluctuating noises so that they are matched
766 to the same accuracy performance (Table 3).
767 A range of fitting time windows 200–345 ms was found for the
768 eSTI calculation, which all guarantee that the psychometric curves
769 for the stationary and the fluctuating noise cannot be separated
770 statistically, and can be thus considered coincident. Thus, given
771 an eSTI value calculated within the interval (for instance with a
772 conventional reference duration equal to 272 ms), it is ensured
773 that the same SI results are obtained, irrespective of the character
774 of the noise type. The present two maskers match those used in
775 some previous anechoic models which were validated by using
776 very short frame values. For this reason it is believed that the elon-
777 gation of the time frame duration is mainly due to reverberation
778 and not to the specific noise types. Anyway the borders of the
779 interval may depend on the nature of fluctuating masker employed
780 in the present study and further work is needed to investigate on
781 the refinement of a suitable interval in order to fit a larger set of
782 relevant fluctuating noises.
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